The following guide should be used when installing the Teledyne DALSA heat sink accessory to the P4 and Linea camera models.

The following steps indicate how to install the heat sink, i.e. AC-MS-00108, to the camera.
1. Remove any side of the protective film from a gap pad (if you feel the films hardinesses are different, removed the harder one first, and remove one side only for now).

2. Attach the gap pad to one of four sides of a camera where you wish to attach the heat sink (non-film side touches the camera surface). Make sure the gap pad does not overlay on the front plate, but parallel and closer to it.

3. Remove the other side film from the gap pad as well. Be careful in that the heat conductive material is a delicate and can be torn off easily.
4. Put a heat sink on the top of the gap pad, which has been attached to a camera side surface, aligning the screw holes.

5. Fasten the heat sink with the provided screws firmly. 8 IN-LB(≈3.628 IN-Kg) is the approximate torque.

6. Repeat above steps for the additional heat sinks.

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact your regional Technical Customer Support group.
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